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Nomad Brush Introduces the Nomad Flex Paintbrush Stylus 

for Today’s Digital Art Creations 
Available at Best Buy this Holiday Season, Nomad Brush is the Perfect Gift 

for Anyone Looking to Capture the Next Generation in Digital Art  

 
PORTLAND, OR – October 24, 2012 – Nomad Brush, the 
industry leader and developer of the original paintbrush stylus 
for touchscreen tablets, today premieres the latest in its award-
winning Nomad Compose digital brush line: The Nomad Flex. 
Building on their proven success and critically-acclaimed 
product, the Nomad Brush Compose, a 2011 Macworld EDDY 
winner and the only paintbrush stylus on the market to garner 
rave reviews from outlets including Vanity Fair, The 
Washington Post and The New York Times, the Nomad Flex is 
a must-have tech gadget for the touchscreen age. 
 
The Nomad Flex is available at Best Buy stores nationwide for the first time and in perfect time for the 
holiday season. The Nomad Flex is the ideal accessory for touch-enabled computing and tablet devices, 

including new Windows 8 devices, iPad, iPhone 5 and Microsoft’s brand-new Surface tablet. 
 
Nomad Flex features a new, all-synthetic brush tip, which is flexible, soft, and provides superior feedback. 
The body of the Nomad Flex is made of precision-milled aluminum and comes in five unique colors: 
charcoal, silver, cobalt blue, red and pink. In addition to Best Buy stores, Nomad Flex is available today 
for $29.00 at www.nomadbrush.com and comes in a convenient, protective carrying case. 
 

Fully compatible with the original Nomad Compose brush tips, Nomad Flex gives artists and doodlers 
flexibility and mess-free finesse when choosing their digital art tools. True to the entire Nomad Brush 
collection, Nomad Flex empowers artists to create whenever and wherever inspiration takes them. 
 
"We are thrilled to be partnering with Best Buy and to have the opportunity to share our newest 
paintbrush stylus with more consumers at a time when Microsoft is launching Windows 8 touchscreen- 
enabled devices like the Surface tablet, when iPad and iPhone users are at an all-time high and tablet 
devices are gaining in popularity," states Don Lee, Founder of Nomad Brush. "The Nomad Flex will make 
a great holiday purchase for the artist, doodler, or anyone who enjoys technology gadgets and wants the 
perfect accessory for their touchscreen device." 
 
Nomad Flex works on all capacitive touchscreen devices including Microsoft’s Surface, iPad, iPhone, 
Android, and all-in-one PCs and with any digital art app. Nomad Brush recommends these apps: 
Microsoft Fresh Paint, ArtSet, Zen Brush, Brushes, Art Rage, ProCreate and Adobe Ideas. 
 
Tweet This: @NomadBrush releases next generation digital paintbrush for touchscreens Microsoft 
#Surface, Apple #iPad & #iPhone - Nomad Flex. Available @BestBuy.  
 
About Nomad Brush  
Founded in 2011 and based in Portland, Ore., Nomad Brush invented the first paintbrush stylus for digital 
screens. The company is dedicated to inspiring and facilitating artists to create in their daily lives, 
wherever they are, with brushes for both large and small touch-screen devices, such as the iPad and 
iPhone. Nomad Brush is active in the art community by hosting, sponsoring and facilitating digital painting 
and design competitions and workshops. More information on Nomad Brush is online at 
www.NomadBrush.com, on Twitter @nomadbrush or on Facebook at 
http://www.facebook.com/nomadbrush. 
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